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FAG Generation C
Deep Groove Ball Bearings

FAG Deep Groove Ball Bearing Generation C – the best components for the best applications. Our FAG Generation C
deep groove ball bearing is designed to handle the toughest requirements of all – yours. Because now it is even
more energy efficient, it runs even more quietly, it generates even less friction, and it lasts even longer than
before. Which makes it ideal for use in electric motors, household appliances, power tools, and motorcycles.
But you don’t have to pay a premium price to get this premium quality. Our new manufacturing processes now
enable us to offer you the highest production volumes worldwide, along with the very best value for your money.
Find out more at www.FAG-GenerationC.com

What made China
the manufacturing
power that it is today

Author: Sushen Doshi,
International correspondent
for World-of-Industries

NEWS AND MARKETS

To keep focusing on China as a driver growth in terms
of industry and manufacturing investors need to have
a clarity of how the country’s huge economy came into
being, the knowledge of China’s ascent and its sectorwise composition will lead us to the direction where
China is going from here on.

T

he Chinese economy has experienced astonishing growth in
the last few decades that has catapulted the country to become
the world’s second largest economy. In 1978, when China started
the program of economic reforms, the country was ranked ninth in
terms of nominal GDP with $ 200 billion; 40 years later it jumped
up to second place with a nominal GDP of $ 11 trillion. Since the
introduction of the economic reforms in 1978, China has become
the world’s manufacturing hub, where the secondary sector comprising manufacturing industry and construction represented the
largest share of GDP. However, in recent years, China’s modernization has propelled the services sector and it has became the largest
category of GDP with a share of 46 %, while the manufacturing and
industrial sector still accounts for a sizeable 45 % of the country’s
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total output. Meanwhile, the agriculture sector’s weight in GDP
has shrunk dramatically since the country opened its shores to the
world.

Brief history of China’s industrial ascent
Deng Xiaoping, China’s paramount leader in mid-1970s, pushed for
bold reforms that reshaped the country’s economy. In December
1978, Deng Xiaoping announced the official launch of the modernizations in four core areas: agriculture, defense, industry and
science & technology. These economic reforms increased the role
of market mechanisms and reduced government control over the
economy, opened up China to foreign industry and investment,
and established special economic zones. In early 1990s, most of
the state-owned companies, except some large monopolies, were
privatized or liquidated, thus expanding the role of the private sector in the economy. During the same period, China also reduced
trade barriers; introduced deregulation and new taxes; reformed
and bailed out the banking system. In addition, China’s entry into
the WTO in December 2001, provided a huge boost to the country’s
trade prospects.
In 2002, President Hu Jintao and Premier Wen Jiabao that came
into power, tried to reduce the income inequality between the
coastal cities and China’s countryside, as the country’s skyrocketing growth mostly benefited just one part of the population. The

government increased subsidies, scrapped agricultural taxes,
slowed privatization of state assets and promoted social welfare. By
the mid-2000s the economy experienced an unprecedented economic growth mainly due to booming exports, resilient private consumption, soaring manufacturing and massive investments coming in. However, the 2008 global financial crisis forced the Chinese
authorities to change their policies. In November 2008, the Chinese
government unveiled a $ 500 billion stimulus package in an attempt
to shield the country from the worst effects of the financial crisis.
With such a stimulus package, China was able to weather the crisis
better than most other countries, with GDP growing above 9 % and
low inflation. However, the policies implemented during the crisis
to foster economic growth exacerbated the country’s macroeconomic imbalances. In order to tackle these imbalances, the administration of President Xi Jinping and Premier Li Keqiang, unveiled
measures aimed at promoting a more balanced economic model at
the expense of the once-sacred rapid economic growth.
In the recent years, China’s dreams have endured some growing
pains. Although still solid, economic growth has slowed. In 2016,
the Chinese economy missed its 7 % growth target for the year,
marking the first time in two decades that growth has come in below the target. Investment in manufacturing and infrastructure is
also slowing as the nation shifts from an investment driven growth
model to a one more focused on consumer demand.

China’s trade structure and FTAs
Over the last two decades, China’s current accounts and capital
accounts have recorded surpluses every year. This situation of surpluses in both, the current and the capital account has skyrocketed
China’s foreign exchange reserves to almost $ 4 trillion in 2014. The
capital account has benefited from increased inflows of foreign direct investment (FDI), with record inflows of $ 118 billion in 2013,
thereby making China the second largest recipient of foreign investment. In terms of trade, China has experienced uninterrupted trade
surpluses since 1993. The total trade revenue has multiplied by
nearly 100 to $ 4 trillion in only three decades. Over the years, China
has engaged in several bilateral and multilateral trade agreements
that have opened new markets for its products. A Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between China and the ASEAN nations came into effect
in 2010, which created the world’s third largest free trade area in
terms of nominal GDP. China also established, FTAs with countries
such as, Australia, Chile, Costa Rica, Korea, Peru, and Singapore.
Moreover, there are other FTAs under negotiation with the Gulf
Cooperation Council, Japan, Norway and Sri Lanka. In January
2017, USA pulled out of the Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP), a FTA
between the United States, Japan, and 10 other Pacific Rim countries. Since then, China has attempted to re-organize its ‘Regional
Comprehensive Economic Partnership’ (RCEP), a planned FTA
between China, Japan, South Korea, India, Australia, and the ASEAN countries. The RCEP is not meant to be as comprehensive as
the TPP, in that it is merely about removing tariffs. The TPP, on the
other hand, included new rules governing cross-border investment,
protection of intellectual property, labor rights, and environmental standards. Whatever the format of RCEP winds up being, it will
liberalize trade in Asia and in the process fuel growth in the region.

Exports from China
In 2016, China had more than $ 2 trillion of revenue coming in
through its exports. The electrical machinery and equipment

industry was the largest export sector with a revenue more than
$ 550 billion. Machines including electronics and computers
were responsible for more than 16 % of China’s total exports by
value ($ 340 billion). The furniture and textiles industry brought
in around $ 90 billion and $ 150 billion respectively, in export revenues for China in 2016. The optical and medical apparatus industry generated around $ 68 billion, whereas plastics and automobile
industry generated $ 65 and $ 60 billion respectively. From a continental perspective, 49 % of Chinese exports by value were delivered
to other Asian countries while around 20 % to North America, 19 %
to Europe. Although exports to Africa and South America expanded
rapidly, they only account for 10 % of total exports. Due to China’s
increased manufacturing capabilities, low cost labor and other cost
competitive advantages, the country has experienced an astonishing growth of more than 25 % annually in real goods and services
exports during the 2002 to 2008 period.

Imports to China
In order to supply for its factories and support China’s rapid industrial development, the country’s imports are mostly dominated by
intermediate goods and a wide range of commodities, including
oil, iron ore and copper. China’s soaring demand for raw materials
pushed global commodity prices up until 2014, thereby boosting
the coffers of many developing nations and commodity-exporting
economies. However, since the end of the commodities super cycle
at the end of 2014, global commodities prices have fallen partially
due to a decrease in demand from China.
Supply of imports into China is mostly dominated by Asian countries, with a combined share of around 30 % of total imports. Purchases from Europe and the U.S. account for 12 % and 8 % respectively. Imports from Africa, Australia, the Middle East and South
America have increased strongly to represent a combined share of
around 50 %. Parallel to exports, the growth in imports of real goods
and services recorded an annual average expansion of around 24 %
from 2002-08. However in 2009, imports experienced a contraction
due to the global crisis, but recovered quickly and posted an increase of around 7 % in 2012-13. As the construction boom fades in
China, the demand for natural resources also declined. This pulled
down the global prices for base metals, energy products, as well as
other resources. In 2015, Imports contracted sharply by 14 % as the
Chinese economy adjusted to its new growth dynamics.

China’s competitiveness
Currently the hourly wages in China’s manufacturing sector are now
higher than those in every Latin American country other than Chile
and are nearing the levels found in some of Eurozone’s lower-income
countries such as Greece. This is a huge change from just a decade
ago, when China’s wages were among the lowest in the world. It
means that living standards in China have risen substantially. It also
means that China is losing its competitive advantage of low labor
costs. According to some leading analysts, the productivity of Chinese
manufacturing workers has actually increased faster than their wages, thereby helping China stay competitive. Looking forward, China’s
aging population and declining working-age population means that
wages are likely to keep on rising. This will cause a further shift in the
composition of Chinese manufacturing, away from low-value-added
processes towards high-tech and high value-added processes.
Photograph: fotolia z
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PTC Asia begins its new journey with
a larger focus on smart manufacturing

NEWS AND MARKETS

As one of the largest trade shows in mechanical and
fluid power transmission technology on the continent,
PTC Asia is responding to China’s participation in the
fourth industrial revolution with a new slogan this
year, “Driven to be Smart”.

F

or more than 2 decades, the international trade show Power
Transmission and Control Asia (PTC Asia), has witnessed China’s transformation from a developing country to the world’s largest manufacturing power. Moreover, PTC Asia has been contributing to China’s rise as an international destination for business and
industry by providing valuable market information and continuously creating international business opportunities in the power
transmission and control technology sector for the Asian market.
Now, in the next phase of China and Asia’s industrial development,
PTC ASIA aims to integrate the value chain to build an even larger
industrial platform for the qualitative development of the engineering industry.
The first two weeks of November, are definitely going to be busy
and important weeks for the Chinese mechanical engineering and
industrial automation sector. Starting on 31st of October until the
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – MOTION, DRIVE & AUTOMATION 5/2017

3rd of November is the trade show PTC Asia, along with its line up
of concurrent trade shows all being hosted at the Shanghai New
International Expo Centre. At the Expo Centre in Shanghai, apart
from PTC Asia, there are also trade shows like ComVac Asia, CeMAT
Asia, Cold Chain Asia, Heavy Machinery Asia and Industrial Supply Asia 2017 to be held. These concurrent trade shows provide a
complete and current picture of China’s industrial marketplace, CeMAT Asia attracts industry experts and professionals from logistics
and supply chain industry, ComVac Asia for compressed air and
vacuum technology, and Industrial Supply Asia for subcontracting
and lightweight design, the Heavy Machinery Asia show brings in
exhibitors and visitors representing mainly the metallurgy, mining
and petrochemical sector. These international events feature more
than 1 200 exhibiting companies and 75,000 trade visitors from all
over the world gathered in a display area of 70,000 m2.
Also starting from the 7th of November until the 11th of November
is Asia’s largest trade event the Industrial Automation Show (IAS)
Shanghai, which is being held at the National Exhibition and Convention Centre. These events being organized back to back in the
same city create a huge marketplace. It provides a much greater
access to create new business networks and a broader platform to
connect with professionals working in various industry sectors.
Author: Sushen Doshi, International correspondent for World of Industries

Industry 4.0 and PTC Asia
Each year, the importance and deployment of Industry 4.0 related
applications and technologies is increasing, as it creates infinite
possibilities and new business models for companies all over the
world. In times of change, where entire industry sectors are increasingly integrating with the concepts of Industry 4.0 and Smart
manufacturing, at the same time China’s factories are also undergoing a tectonic shift from low-cost-labor intensive production to
high-tech and high-value production. From the efforts that the
Chinese government is taking to promote its ‘Made in China 2025’
initiative to the recent technologically high valued acquisitions
that China’s industrial corporations have undertaken, it is clear
that China is not going to be just a spectator while fourth industrial passes by. Chinese leadership and its industries have made it
a point to been an important stakeholder in this new ‘smart factory
revolution’.
When talking about the fourth industrial revolution or the ‘Made
in China 2025’ initiative, mechanical and fluid power transmission
is one of the core issues. By applying the industry 4.0 concepts to
monitor and optimize the performance of the components, it becomes an important contributing sector to achieve the smart and
efficient production processes. Additionally, with intelligent components, the power transmission systems become the root of data
mining for Industry 4.0, which makes it even more relevant. As one
of the largest trade shows in mechanical and fluid power transmission technology on the continent, PTC Asia is responding to China’s efforts with a new slogan this year, “Driven to be Smart”, which
focuses strongly on key subjects with an aim to share knowledge,
create new applications and finding solutions. For manufacturers
and suppliers of products, equipment and systems in this sector,
PTC Asia, organized by the Deutsche Messe at Shanghai’s Expo
Center, is an especially great opportunity to showcase their products that meet Chinese requirements.
Even today, China relies on foreign imports for most of the core
components in engineering machinery and equipment sector.
Increasing localization in innovation and high-tech manufacturing is one of the top priorities that Chinese companies are focused
on addressing. In recent years, industrial intelligence has become
an irresistible trend. A high level of the industrial intelligence is
essential for the development of intelligent factories, and at grass
root levels, developing smart components is the key. These smart
components also assist in upgrading the processes and provide the
machinery with precise, efficient, energy-saving and cost-effective
transmission and controls. The new factory maintenance technologies, like predictive maintenance that are speeding up the production process and reducing downtimes have also drawn global attention. Based on the analysis of process data, predictive maintenance
can help to avoid various predictable problems in time. These stateof-the-art technologies also can be found in this year’s event. Also,
the predictive maintenance sector of Hannover Messe will be presented at the stage of PTC Asia 2017 for the first time. Renowned
enterprises from all over the world will assemble in Shanghai during the show to display a variety of predictive maintenance products
and technologies. In addition, this year’s show will particularly focus on the application industries, displaying solutions that cover the
machine tools, agricultural machinery, automobile manufacturing,
medical and pharmaceutical machinery, engineering machinery

and other fields. Concurrent to the show, the Smart Manufacturing
Forum powered by the German Mechancial Engineering Federation
(VDMA) will take place, with its focus on discussing operations and
applications in terms of data and signal processing, condition monitoring and diagnosis, forecasting and decision support, energy efficiency, sustainability, product innovation, process and safety issues
in the Industry 4.0 environment. There is no doubt that PTC ASIA is
not only a grand gathering for the engineering industry, but also a
significant platform for companies to expand their overseas market.

Product Category at PTC
n Hydraulics

and Pneumatics: Hydraulic pumps, hydraulic and
pneumatic cylinders, gear pumps and gear motors, hydraulic
variable speed drive units, control valves and pressure switches,
pipes, hoses and connectors, filters for hydraulic and oil lubrication systems, compressed air preparation equipment and pneumatic actuator drives etc.
n Sealing technology: squeeze seals, rotary shaft seals, reciprocating
(piston and rod seals), mechanical seals, flexible graphite seals,
other filler seals and sealing materials, seal test rigs and measuring instruments and special production equipment for seals etc.
n Mechanical transmission parts and equipment: The mechanical
power transmission sector has a vast array of product categories
like Gears for automotive, aircraft, agricultural and construction machinery applications, high speed and heavy duty gear
boxes, planetary gear boxes along with harmonic and worm gear
boxes, and machine tools for gears. Chain transmission products
like short pitch and duplex pitch roller chains, heavy transmission roller chains, tooth chains, plate chains etc. Products for Belt
transmissions including Timing belts, V-belts, Flat belts, ribbed
belts, variable speed belt drives etc. Couplings comprising of rigid,
flexible couplings, universal joints and shafts, cam mechanisms,
various types of clutches and braking systems. Standard bolts and
nuts along with high strength and high precision fasteners, various
types of springs utilised for standard as well as special applications.
n Bearings: Deep groove ball bearing, Cylindrical roller and Double
row spherical roller bearing, Double row self-aligning ball bearing, Needle roller bearing, Angular contact ball bearing, Thrust
ball and roller bearing, Tapered roller bearing, Bearing components such as ring, steel ball, anti-dust shield, seals and cage,
bearing-related parts such as axel, sleeve and wheel etc.
n Electrical power transmission: Industrial motors, Servomotors,
small motors of special design (up to 750 W), Frequency converters and electrical drive control systems, accessories and components for electric motors.
n Engines and Gas turbines: Otto gas engines, diesel engines, diesel
gas engines, stirling motors, multi-fuel engines, rotary piston engines, small gas turbines, power generating sets driven by internal
combustion engines, parts and accessories of engines etc.
n Special equipment and instruments: Pressing machines, Gear processing equipment, CNC, Machine tool, Tools and dies, specialized manufacturing equipment for springs, chains, testing and
measuring instruments for chains, gears and fasteners.
Photo: fotolia

www.ptc-asia.com
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Worldwide news
Schaeffler appoints Maxim
Shakhov as “CEO Russia”

Arntz Optibelt opens a new storage facility
in Columbia

Maxim Shakhov (50) has assumed the
position of ‘CEO Russia’ for the Schaeffler
Group from June 2017 and will be based in
Moscow. In this function, he will report
directly to Prof. Dr. Rainer Lindner, CEO of
Central & Eastern Europe and Middle East &
Africa. Following a successful career at DuPont and Vaillant in
Germany and Russia, Mr. Shakhov took over as CEO at the
Bionovatic Group, a Russian start-up company which specializes
in biotechnology, in 2016. With an engineering degree, an MBA,
and many years of experience on the Russian and German
markets, he meets all the requirements to further develop the
Schaeffler Group for the future in Russia. “We are delighted to
welcome Mr. Shakhov to Schaeffler, and believe that he will
successfully represent the Schaeffler Group’s Automotive and
Industrial divisions as well as cross-regional topics in the countries
of the Eurasian Economic Union”, said Prof. Dr. Lindner.
Photo: Maxim Shakhov, as the new CEO of Schaeffler Russia

The manufacturer of high performance drive belts, Arntz Optibelt
Group has opened a new warehouse in Colombia with an area of
around 1,200 sq meters. The new warehouse is located in the free
trade area of Cali. The new location is conveniently situated in
direct proximity to a local international airport and to Colombia’s
main sea port, Buena¬ven¬tura. Due to its access to the pacific,
Cali is seen as Colombia’s gateway to Asia and the geographic hub
of Latin America’s Pacific integration. Here, agricultural, industrial

www.schaeffler.com

NEWS AND MARKETS

Lapp expands international business with a
new assembly centre in Czech Republic
The cable and connection technology expert, Lapp Group is
continuing to expand its international production capabilities for
pre-assembled cables with a new facility in Otrokovice, Czech
Republic. Alongside its production facilities, Lapp has set up 3
competence centres in Singapore, New Jersey USA and Stuttgart
Germany. As a part of its international expansion, the company
produces the components for its cable systems all by itself, unlike
other providers who outsource. This allows Lapp to react flexibly to
new requirements and introduce special components or new
processes wherever necessary. The best example of this is Lapp’s
range of servo assemblies, for which the company completely
reinvented its entire servo assembly system, from the production
process to the cable and connector. This helped improve screening
against electromagnetic interference by at least 400 %. Assembly
providers who only purchase components may find it much more
difficult to do this themselves. Following the initial start of
production in Stuttgart, the new assemblies are now also being
manufactured in Singapore and later this year in New Jersey USA.

www.lappkabel.com
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and automotive products will be stored alongside cutting
machines for timing belts, ready for operation. With this new
ware¬house, the company aims to improve the availability of
goods and significantly reduce delivery times. Initially, the
warehouse will mainly be used to supply customers in Colombia.
In a second stage, this will be extended to further customers in
Latin America. In North and South America, the high performance
drive belts of the Arntz Optibelt Group are predominantly used in
agriculture, in the oil, gas, automobile, mining, food and textile
industries as well as in pulp and paper production.
www.optibelt.com

Servo specialist, Elmo motion control opens
a new sales and support centre in UK
Elmo Motion Control, the specialist in servo drives and motion
control solutions has expanded its UK operations with a new sales
and service centre in West Midlands. The new centre is targeting
the UK’s burgeoning automation sector, printing and packaging,
machine builders, medical, robotics, automated guided vehicles,
test and inspection machinery sectors. The company was founded
in 1988 and today it designs, develops and sells servo drives,
multi-axis motion controllers and interface software. With
headquarters in Israel, the rising demand for its innovative
products has resulted in a dedicated presence in the USA, Germany,
Italy, Poland, China, Korea and now the UK. Elmo employees more
than 350 staff worldwide including 70 engineering experts. In 2015,
the company upgraded its production capabilities in Israel and
also opened a manufacturing centre in Poland to meet growing
demand from across Europe. Elmo’s R&D department combines
intelligent motion control technologies, real-time programming
and control algorithms with advanced digital hardware – all
controlled by a software environment that cuts integration time
and maintenance costs.
www.elmomc.com

Christian Erles, new Vice President of
International Sales at Pilz

Aventics expands India operations with
a facility in Bangalore

Ostfildern-based, global
automation company Pilz
has completed its re-organization and as the new Vice
President (VP) of Sales
International, Christian Erles
will now work at the forefront
of company’s international
sales activities. The 47-yearold, new VP International
Sales, has his qualifications
as Dipl.-Ing. (FH) Electrical
Engineering, Master of Science IT and Master of Business Administration. Before joining Pilz, Christian Erles worked as the Head of
Global Sales & Marketing PLC in the Process Automation business
unit at ABB. Christian Erles is the successor of Klaus Stark, who is
now working as the Head of Innovation Management at Pilz. By
increasing the focus on customer orientation, Erles is aligning the
company’s strategy and objectives with an even greater emphasis
on the respective national market. Within the Sales department,
Pilz has worked to expand not only sales support and regional
management, but also particularly the business development
sector. “It is important to tap into new business areas, while at the
same time improving how we incorporate customer needs into our
products,” explained Erles.

In line with the company’s growth strategy, German pneumatics
experts, Aventics, is expanding their global sales and manufacturing
network with a new sales and manufacturing facility in Bangalore,
India. In May 2017, Aventics India Pvt. Ltd. started operations in
their premises in Bangalore. The location in the South of India
includes sales offices, a direct shop floor area, and a warehouse.
Additional sales offices have been established in Mumbai, Chennai,
Ahmedabad, and Pune, while at Delhi another sales office is being
planned. Anthony Raju Suresh, a mechanical engineer with
additional qualifications in strategic management, has taken over
the role as General Manager of Operations in India. The expansion
to new locations is an integral part of the Aventics growth strategy.
Along with India, Aventics has established sales units in Spain,
Singapore, and Mexico. In 2017, the company also announced the
acquisition of Vector Horizon Technology, a US based company developing
clean energy systems with a focus on
emission control systems and
advanced mechatronics. Aventics now
has 22 country-owned entities and
more than 60 sales partners to support
their global coverage.
Photo: Anthony Raju Suresh,
General Manager of Operations,
Aventics India

www.pilz.com

www.aventics.com
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Hannover Messe 2018:
taking industry 4.0 to the next stage
Digital twins that enable variable batch-sizes, Small
de-centralized and digitally controlled power plants.
Smart ergonomical exoskeletons that physically
support factory workers in repetitive tasks. The fact
that digital transformation is changing the world of
industry is no more a secret. And Hannover Messe is
the best place to see how.

T

NEWS AND MARKETS

he interplay between automation and energy technology, IT
platforms and artificial intelligence is driving the digital transformation of the industry. With the lead theme ‘Integrated Industry – Connect & Collaborate’, Hannover Messe 2018 highlights the
potential of the fourth industrial revolution. At Hannover Messe
2018, participants will notice two major changes. First, two previously separate exhibitor segments – Industrial Automation
and Motion, Drive & Automation (MDA) – have merged into one
comprehensive segment: the Integrated Automation, Motion &
Drives (IAMD). Out of curiosity, a question arises, Why merge
two independent industry segments into one ? Well, mainly be-

cause the boundaries of industry are disappearing, innovation
cycles are shrinking, and products are becoming more and more
networked. The new IAMD gives visitors a combined overview of
cross-industry solutions for integrated automation, industrial IT,
power transmission, and fluid technology. Second change that
regular visitors shall observe at Hannover Messe 2018 is that, CeMAT, the world’s leading trade fair for intralogistics and supply
chain management, will run parallel to Hannover Messe. The reason behind this being, numerous exhibitors at Hannover Messe
are potential customers for CeMAT’s product segment and vice
versa. This new format creates a huge collective pool of roughly 260,000 visitors and 7,500 exhibitors from the manufacturing
and logistics industries – all at one place, at one time. Together
Hannover Messe and CeMAT represent a unique global platform
where top decision-makers learn about the trends and innovations in Industry 4.0 and Logistics 4.0.
In addition to IAMD and CeMAT, Hannover Messe 2018 features Digital Factory (IT and software for industry), Energy (energy systems and mobility), Industrial Supply (sub-contracting
and surface technology), and Research & Technology (R&D and
technology transfer). The startup platform ‘Young Tech Enterprises’ moves to Hall 17, where the program will consist of an exhibit
area, a forum, pitches, matchmaking events, and workshops.
Young companies and entrepreneurs present a diverse array of

innovations, concepts and products for use in many different
branches of industry.
Continuing its tradition to associate with a partner country
every year, Hannover Messe will showcase yet another partner
country with a strong economy and a wide manufacturing base:
Mexico. With a GDP of more than a trillion dollars, Mexico is one
of the strong emerging markets in terms of manufacturing and
overall industrial growth. At Hannover Messe 2018, Mexico will
emphasize on five themes – manufacturing, energy and environmental technologies, career development, startups, and foreign
investment. Mexico is looking to utilize Hannover Messe as platform to work-on modernization and expansion of its free-trade
agreement with the European Union. The Partner Country Mexico
exhibit will be in Hall 27.

Integrated Industry – Connect & Collaborate
Humans, machines and IT are the cornerstones of tomorrow’s
factories. However, only with networking will they reach their full
potential. With ‘Integrated Industry – Connect & Collaborate’, as its
central theme, Hannover Messe is highlighting how connectivity
in industry facilitates completely new forms of business, work and
collaboration models.
Today, factory, energy and Industrial IT platforms are more
efficient than ever and data analysis is developing rapidly. Artificial intelligence and machine learning is now enabling machines
to make decisions and engineers are digitally simulating the
entire production chains. New players and new business models are emerging. All this high speed development is blurring the
boundaries between industries. To understand and experience
the impact of these fast-track developments, Hannover Messe is
the place to be.
The lead theme ‘Integrated Industry – Connect & Collaborate’
is relevant to many branches of industry. For example, use of collaborative robots, the digital twin etc. Energy is another area where
digitalization and networking are proceeding rapidly. For example,
virtual power plants that feed energy from various producers precisely into the electric grid. Or in the areas of mobility, electric vehicles that store energy and can then distribute it to consumers to
stabilize fluctuations in the grid. Smart Supply in the age of digitalization opens up new perspectives for industrial subcontractors:
Supply chain management, simultaneous engineering, optimized
production runs, and minimal error rates – all of this is possible
when suppliers and customers see each other as development partners and collaborate as equals. Industrial IT platforms play a crucial
role. Collecting, analyzing and merging large amounts of data from
different sources, combined with the respective industry expertise,
makes it possible to develop internet-based services that bridge
traditional industry boundaries.
Hannover Messe 2018 will feature more than 80 conferences and
forums with over 1,700 lectures and panels about everything from
cyber security, digitalization and energy efficiency to Industry 4.0
and startups. Visitors can also participate in guided tours organized
according to topics such as process automation, predictive maintenance and innovations in mechanical engineering.
Photographs: Deutsche Messe AG

www.hannovermesse.de/home
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Mexico goes Hannover Messe
Continuing its tradition to associate with a partner
country every year, in 2018 Hannover Messe will
showcase yet another partner country with a strong
economy and a wide manufacturing base: Mexico.

NEWS AND MARKETS

E

very year, the world’s largest industrial trade show, the Hannover
Messe shines its spotlight on a chosen ‘partner country’. At Hannover Messe 2018, that country will be Mexico. With a GDP of more
than a trillion dollars, Mexico is an up-and-coming industrial nation
with a population of some 120 million. It is an OECD member, the
world’s 15th-largest economy and generally seen as an advanced
emerging market. In terms of industry, the country’s main strengths
lie in automobile and automotive parts manufacturing, aerospace,
electrical engineering, oil and chemicals. It is a major producer of
automobiles, and is in fact the world’s fourth largest exporter in the
automobile sector. At Hannover Messe 2018, as partner country,
Mexico will have the chance to present its innovative technologies
and investment opportunities in the manufacturing and industrial
environment to the decision makers of global industry. Mexico is
something of a first for Hannover Messe. It is the first Latin American – not to mention Spanish-speaking nation ever to star as partner
country. And that’s by no means the only reason why the leaders of
the global industrial sector will be standing up and taking notice of
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – MOTION, DRIVE & AUTOMATION 5/2017

Mexico when they gather at Hannover Messe fair grounds. “Mexico
and its exhibitors will be addressing topics of pivotal importance
to the participating companies, and showcasing their nation as an
innovative and open partner”, says Dr. Jochen Köckler, Chairman of
the Managing Board, Deutsche Messe. Among the topics to receive
special attention are Industry 4.0, energy, environmental technology, vocational training, startups and foreign investment.
The stated objectives of the Mexican government include putting
in place the strategies and infrastructure necessary for a successful fourth industrial revolution. Mexico also intends to use Hannover Messe to strengthen and advance its international trade relations and, among other things, to further its efforts to secure a free
trade agreement with the European Union. The Mexican government’s strategic objectives include expanding bilateral initiatives
to improve education quality and workforce qualifications. One of
the big challenges here is to improve the quality of the basic and
vocational education received by the burgeoning youth segment of
the country’s labor market. Mexico’s government is working on a
number of initiatives in this regard, including a reform of the education system and moves to overcome the country’s skills shortage
by stepping up the introduction of aspects of the German-style dual
vocational training model at upper-secondary level.
Photographs: Deutsche Messe AG
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Tooth Chain

Inverted Tooth
Chain Drives
Made in Germany
Rainer Albes, General Manager Renold Tooth Chain, is
still fascinated even today by the versatility and
added customer value of “Made in Gronau” inverted
tooth chains.

Modern machinery production requires drives that
offer a high degree of economic efﬁciency and
reliability. Inverted tooth chain drives have unmatched
characteristics to meet these needs. When it comes to
precise, fast, and silent drives, Renold inverted tooth
chains are the ideal choice – even for the high
demands of the automotive industry. The advantages:
long service life, simple assembly, high speeds,
extremely quiet running, and high torques.

Renold GmbH
Zur Dessel 14
31028 Gronau (Leine), Germany
Phone +49 5182 5870
toothchain@renold.com
www.renoldtoothchain.com

WIN Eurasia 2018: Organized together
to make you win more
March 15th 2018, marks the beginning of a new
journey for the manufacturing sector in Eurasia, with
companies representing the metalworking, motion
and drives, automation, logistics, energy, electric and
electronic sectors all converging under one roof for a
new trade fair under the WIN-Eurasia banner.

T

NEWS AND MARKETS

urkey lies at the crossroads of the global trade routes and energy
routes, its geographic proximity to Europe, Asia, the Balkans and
North African countries and to the energy producing regions in the
Caspian and Central Asia make it a thriving trading hub and an attractive base for industries of all sorts. Turkey’s strategic location
provides access within a four-hour flight radius to multiple markets
with a combined population of more than 1.5 billion people, a combined GDP of $ 25 trillion. The country well placed between Europe
and Asia has for centuries enjoyed the technological advancements
from Europe and access to larger markets in Asia. Representing
the industrial and manufacturing sector, WIN Eurasia Metalworking and WIN Eurasia Automation have been the leading and most
influential trade fairs in the Eurasian region. These two important
and international events are organized by Hannover Fairs Turkey
Fuarcılık. For the 2018 edition of these trade fairs, the WIN Eurasia
Metalworking and WIN Eurasia Automation have decided to combine their forces after being persuaded by visitors and top exhibi-
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tors. Under the motto of “Unity is strength”, this union is aimed to
gather all the stakeholders and components of the manufacturing
industry under the WIN Eurasia - World of Industry banner, starting
from March 15th to 18th, 2018.

Higher efficiency, higher gain!
Organized in two separate phases between 2007 and 2017, the
brand WIN Eurasia is now able to bring all its shows together under one roof thanks to increasing capacity of ‘Tuyap’ fairground.
By having its two leading trade fairs under one roof, WIN Eurasia
2018, is expected to host 150,000 visitors and more than 3 000 exhibitors. Apart from a large audience and synergies generated due
to increased interaction of participants from both the trade fairs,
the 2018 WIN Eurasia will provide good advantages for the visitors and exhibitors in terms of time and budget efficiency as well.
While visitors have a chance to reach more product groups in one
stop, exhibitors get the opportunity to reach to more national and
international trade visitors from several sectors. Moreover, since the
exhibitors of the shows are also potential customers for other WIN
shows, WIN Eurasia 2018 will generate more business contacts by
gathering all WIN fairs at one location.
Alexander Kühnel, General Manager of Hannover Fairs Turkey
informs of the recent developments. He explains: “We have always
attached great significance to the requests of the industry. Both our
exhibitors and our visitors made heavy requests for the WIN Eurasia
exhibitions to be merged, which until now were organized in two
separate phases. As a result of our evaluations, we agreed on the

Change your
bearing now
... and save up to 40% cost
h drylin linear bearings
with
®

idea that a single event covering 6 trade fairs that are closely related
would create significant synergy. We are happy to be able to realize
this project in 2018. WIN Eurasia - World of Industry 2018 will bring
together all interrelated products and services in the manufacturing processes under a single roof. It will bring together its visitors
with much more products, brands and exhibitors. So we believe
that the new energy arising from two WIN events that combine their
forces will bring about a much higher efficiency as well as a much
higher gain for our exhibitors and visitors.”

Shock sensitive

Shockproof

Experience 360 ° manufacturing industry under
one roof
As Eurasia’s largest and most influential industrial trade event,
WIN Eurasia - World of Industry will offer a 360° view of the manufacturing industry together along with 6 trade fairs, all under one
roof. In this way, visitors will have the unique opportunity to experience all solutions for the manufacturing industry from A to Z in
one location. From new generation sheet processing and welding
technologies to surface treatment technologies, automation technologies to electric and electronic equipments, motion and drives
technologies to intralogistics, WIN EURASIA 2018 will be bringing
the entire ecosystem needed for Eurasian factories.

Dirt-prone

The right address for Industry 4.0

Rust-prone

Factories in Germany, USA, China, Japan are at the threshold of a
major transformations where technological developments such as
automation, digitalization, internet of things and augmented reality
lead to major changes in the world of industry and indicate to a new
period called Industry 4.0. Eurasia and Turkey in particular, has
been mildly active and is slowly transforming towards the fourth
industrial revolution. Having been the pioneer, where the developments in the industry are displayed for years, WIN Eurasia Fairs are
preparing to lead the Turkish and Eurasian companies in this transformation. Therefore WIN Eurasia - World of Industry, where visitors who aim to make investments for the future for optimizing their
manufacturing processes can easily access to thousands of products, is preparing to come to the forefront as the most significant
trade event of the year which aims to influence the entire industrial
landscape of the region.
With its new face and new opportunities, WIN Eurasia 2018 will
open its gates on March 15th - 18th, 2018. Six exhibitions will come
together under the scope of WIN Eurasia - World of Industry:
n Metalworking EURASIA - International Trade Fair for Sheet Metal
Processing, Metal Forming and Machine Tools
n Surface Treatment EURASIA - International Surface Treatment
Technologies Fair
n Welding EURASIA - International Joining, Welding and Cutting
Technologies Fair
n IAMD EURASIA - Integrated Automation, Motion and Drives Fair
n
Electrotech EURASIA - International Energy, Electric and
Electronic Exhibition
n
CeMAT EURASIA - International Materials Handling, Supply
Chain Management, Intralogistics Fair

Corrosion-free
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Plastic instead of metal: Replace re-circulating ball guides
and take advantage of the drylin dry running technology.
Calculate the exchange potential directly online and configure the drylin linear bearings solution. Your application
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Disengaging torque limiters help reduce
heavy duty damages in steel mills
In the steel rolling mills of Arcelor Mittal Ostrava, the
largest steel producer in the Czech Republic, clutches
with high performance densities as well as high
torques and speeds ensure the highest level of
operational safety and maximum productivity.

MACHINE ELEMENTS

W

ith an annual production volume of nearly 3 million tonnes of
steel and more than 7,500 employees, Arcelor Mittal Ostrava
(AMO) is the largest steel producer in the Czech Republic and is
a significant part of the largest steel and mining company in the
world, Arcelor Mittal. The construction industry and engineering
sectors are amongst the most significant customers for this steel,
which is produced both in Ostrava and at several production locations in the Czech Republic. In steel production – after the molten
steel from the furnaces has been moulded into sheets, slabs, blocks
or staves, these primary raw parts are then further processed in rolling mills and transformed into finished steel products. In order to
protect the motors, transmissions and other drive components in
the mill permanently against expensive overload damage, AMO relies on the ‘Eas-HT’ torque limiters by Mayr power transmission.
These robust and resilient disengaging clutches are able to limit the
dangerously high torques, and can easily withstand the rough conditions in the steel production set-up. They help to save on materials, manpower and costs, and in turn increase the productivity in
the rolling mills.

Protection against heavy duty damages
The ever increasing need and demand for higher levels of productivity in industrial environment requires maximum performance
from the steel rolling mills; and during the operations, occurrence of overload cannot be completely avoided. Overload occurs
in mills, for example, due to varying material consistencies in the
steel, depending on the temperature and its associated problems
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in the rolling process:If the material is not hot enough and therefore not soft enough, it will impact the rollers, for example. Often,
one single case of overload damage is much more expensive than
a torque limiter. An investment in a clutch is therefore significantly
small compared to the costs of damages in transmissions, drive
units, the material costs, or the production downtime. Therefore,
AMO employs the ‘Eas-HT’ torque limiting clutches in its mills,
which reliably protect the drive line against damages. These clutches are positioned between the motor and the transmission, and
limit the torque accurately to a set value: The maximum torque is
170,000 Nm, and the maximum speed is 400 rpm.

Protection at extremely high torques
Thomas Gebler, the Regional sales manager for Mayr power transmission explains, “The disengaging ‘Eas-HT’ clutches are element clutches which represent the ideal solution for extremely
high torques and speeds or large mass moments of inertia. These
clutches are based on individual overload elements which are
integrated into the flanges. The achievable torque results from
the pre-tension force of the elements multiplied by the number
of elements and the radius at which the individual elements are
arranged.” Due to their modular concept, the clutches can be
tailored to respective applications, and also control far higher
torques than the usual central disengaging mechanism. Up until now, the company has supplied torque limiters with a torque
of 540,000 Nm. However, the limit of what is possible has not yet
been reached: Thanks to the modular construction, torque limiters with torques of several million Newton metres are also possible.

Operation during overload conditions
While in operation, the individual overload elements on the
‘Eas-HT’ element clutches, transmit the torque through positive
locking. In case of overload, the input and output are disconnected and have almost zero residual torque within a fraction
of a s econd, with high switch-off and repetitive accuracies. Only

Torque limiters are an indispensable component in rolling
mills in order to achieve high productivity and prevent
downtimes caused by overload damage

01 The ‘Eas-HT’ torque limiters from Mayr power transmission ensure

02 The disengaging ‘Eas-HT’ torque limiters operate with precision and

the friction of the pressure flange bearing takes effect. The kinetic
energy of the rotating mass stored in the system slows down freely. The element clutches remain disengaged until they are simply
and quickly re-engaged manually or using pneumatic, hydraulic,
mechanical or electro-mechanical devices. In cases of overload,
after a disengagement these clutches can cope with long slowdown times for the drive. When defining the permissible slowdown times, only the robustness of the clutch bearing is to be
considered. Nevertheless, after a clutch disengagement, it is expedient to switch off and shutdown the drive without delay. An
overload signal can be provided by a speed monitoring system or
a contactless limit switch, which permanently monitors the operating state of the clutch. As a result of the complete disconnection
of the input and output, no engagement impacts occur during the
over-travel time which could have a negative effect on the drive
line.

in our systems”, says Karel Satke. “Since then, there have been no
more premature disengagements. The clutches disengage exactly
when we require it, and as a result, we have been able to reduce
our downtimes by more than 80 %. Re-engagement is also much
easier and quicker too”.
Prior to each clutch leaving Mayr’s factory in Mauerstetten, it
is extensively tested and set exactly to the required value. For this
purpose, the company has diverse and modern testing equipment; it can also call on decades of experience in development and
design. An electronic database in which the measurement values
are stored together with the associated serial numbers of a product,
ensures100 % traceability.

the destruction-free limitation of dangerously high torques, and can easily withstand the rough conditions in steel production

are immediately ready for operation again, after rectifying the causes of
overload

Photographs: Chr. Mayr GmbH + Co. KG

www.mayr.com

Reducing downtimes, increasing productivity
Karel Satke, the Head of Mechanical maintenance at Arcelor Mittal Ostrava explains how the ‘Eas-HT’ torque limiters are also used
in AMO’s mills as a replacement for shear pin couplings as well:
“The element clutches are designed so that they can replace the
shear pin coupling 1:1 in the available short installation spaces.
No changes had to be made to our application”. The disengaging ‘Eas-HT’ torque limiters operate with much greater precision
than the shear pin couplings, and are immediately ready for operation again after rectification of the overload cause. Shear pin
couplings, on the other hand, have a pre-defined breaking point
(shear pin) which breaks in case of overload and therefore prevents damage occurring to the other components. However, the
destroyed components then have to be replaced. This generates
costs and downtimes for the system. Furthermore, the trigger
torque is afflicted with relatively high tolerances: The shear pin
couplings lose transmittable torque over time, as the shear pins
suffer fatigue and therefore frequently disconnect too quickly,
which in turn leads to unnecessary downtimes. “The ‘Eas-HT’
element clutches have already proved their worth for one year

About Mayr Power Transmission
The family-owned company, Mayr power transmission,
founded in 1897, is a leading manufacturer of safety
brakes, torque limiters and shaft couplings. These products are primarily used for electrically powered machines
in filling plants, machine tools, packaging machines as
well as in elevators, wind power plants, in stage technology and industrial robotics. Approximately 600 employees currently work in the Allgäu-based Headquarters
in Mauerstetten, Germany. Mayr power transmission
has over 1 000 employees worldwide. The company is
globally established with plants in Poland and China,
sales subsidiaries in the USA, France, Great Britain, Italy,
Singapore and Switzerland and with representatives in
36 other countries.
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No matter how
rough the terrain

MACHINE ELEMENTS

Terrain that makes for difficult driving, such as steep
inclines, icy road surfaces or soft ground, is always a
challenge for self-propelled and towed machines. The
innovative differential lock valves from Bucher
Hydraulics overcome these problems thanks to Power
on Demand, so the machines always work reliably,
guaranteeing a high degree of certainty in
task-planning. In normal driving conditions, when the
differential lock function is not required, the valve is
not activated and the entire power is available to the
drive. This increases the efficiency by a significant
amount.

About Bucher Hydraulics
The company Bucher Hydraulics located in KlettgauGriessen, Germany is an international manufacturer
of advanced hydraulic systems and products including
pumps, motors, valves, power units, elevator drives and
control systems with integrated electronics. The company
has manufacturing facilities and distribution companies
in Europe, Asia, the USA and Brazil. The Klettgau location
is part of a Bucher Hydraulics global competence centre
with its own design and production facilities. Built on
extensive technological know-how, Bucher’s product
spectrum covers check valves in cartridge design as well
as flange-mounting check valves.
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M

achines have to be ready to work at any time and in spite of
any obstacles, and they must be energy efficient as well. Nevertheless, some operating circumstances or surrounding conditions impose constraints in this area and often necessitate costly
and time-consuming measures. Examples still commonplace today
are the redeployment or transfer of construction vehicles to new job
sites, restrictions on ride-on mowers due to steep gradients, or harvesters that in the worst case simply have to wait for dry periods
and thus compromise the schedule for the entire logistics chain.
For everyday situations such as these, differential lock valves from
Bucher Hydraulics are an interesting and future-proof solution that
is based on a proven design.
Basically, differential lock valves ensure that force is distributed
to the individual wheels or axles of a vehicle to suit the prevailing
situation. For example, to prevent a wheel from slipping or spinning on ice, snow or muddy ground, its oil supply must be reduced
by reallocating it among the other wheels. This hydrostatic-drive
principle is by no means new, but the continuous developments by
Bucher Hydraulics clearly show the additional benefits that the
differential lock valves from Klettgau can already offer, so they
are having a decisive influence on the ride comfort as well as the
traction, operational readiness and safety of machinery.

Power on Demand, focusing on overall
performance
The main components of a differential lock valve are a double-acting flow divider that can both combine as well as divide flows, and a
control spool that enables the flow divider to be bypassed when it is
not needed. When the differential lock valve is switched off, the oil
flow can apportion itself among the motors in the vehicle without
any restrictions. In the case of the Bucher valves, the total power is
available to the drive when the valve is not activated.
This is made possible by the detailed design, which features large
cross sections and optimized flow channels in the valve block, yielding a lower delta P. In plain language: the oil gets to its destination

01 The smart flow

division results in such low
pressure losses that the
total power for the travel
drive is hardly affected

02 The rugged and reliable

MT..DV series differential
lock valves are marked out
above all by their energy efficiency over the whole flow range

faster thanks to lower resistance, and the vehicle saves energy when
it is being driven if the valve is not activated. This means that a size
08 differential lock valve handling 50 l/min [13.2 gpm] would need
only 2.5 bar [36 psi] when not activated and barely 10 bar [145 psi]
when activated. This smart flow division results in such low pressure losses that the total power for the travel drive is hardly affected.

Off-road and steep hills? No problem
This high efficiency level of the Bucher valve is the vital foundation
for tests with aerial work access platforms that were successfully
conducted. Equipped with a Bucher Hydraulics differential lock
valve, an aerial work platform coped with a 45° slope. No road in
the world is that steep. However, thanks to the use of these differential lock valves, aerial work platforms as well as compaction rollers
and other construction site vehicles can now drive up ramps onto
a truck under their own power, to then be taken to the next job site.
Even with ride-on and golf course mowers, the ability to cope
smoothly with major height differences can be decisive when municipalities are choosing off-road vehicles for hilly parkland, or
when golf courses must look well maintained in all weathers. In
these cases, the differential lock valve proves itself with three motors: both front wheels are completely locked with respect to each
other and to the rigid rear axle, a situation which – depending on
the weight distribution of the machine – can of course also be implemented the other way around.

Faster road speed instead of expensive transport
The whole concept of differential lock valves is directed towards the
increasing demands of users, particularly in terms of cost reduction
and efficiency improvement. This is also reflected in a new changeover valve, which Bucher Hydraulics offers in addition to the differential lock valve and which is focused on speed. When vehicles
such as road sweepers have to be relocated from one job site to the
next, the time required is usually twice as expensive: the vehicle is
non-productive during the period, and it requires costly transport.
Incorporating a differential lock valve with changeover valve,
model USV08 (size 08) or USV16 (size 16), now makes it possible
to achieve all the drive variants: in difficult road conditions the
lock is activated, while for relocation the lock is deactivated and
fast-speed mode is engaged – and all at the touch of a button. During normal driving the oil flow is distributed equally between the
two axles, but the changeover valve causes the entire flow to be
fed to just one axle, while the second axle simply free-wheels. This
means that maximum speed can be achieved, and the sweeper
can travel to the next job site under its own power. In addition to
road sweepers, the changeover valve can be used on all mobile
machines.

Rugged and reliable
Using their extensive product and application knowledge, the valve
specialists at Bucher Hydraulics developed the MT..DV series in
nominal sizes 08 and 16. With ratings of 100 or 250 l/min [26.4 or
66 gpm], the maximum flow rates correspond to those of the wellknown high-pressure flow divider valves; the same also applies to
the working pressure of 420 bar [6000 psi]. Above this rating, and
after discussion and depending on the operating conditions, peak
pressures of up to 520 bar [7500 psi] may be acceptable. A customized version of the valve demonstrated this capability when used in
a field sprayer. The application required an operating pressure of
420 bar [6000 psi] over long periods and peak pressures of 520 bar
[7500 psi] for short periods.
Related to the number of driving motors used in the application,
Bucher Hydraulics offers models for two, three and four motors.
The dual model (MT..DV) typically locks the front and rear axles
relative to each other. The version for three motors (MT..DVD)
can completely lock two individual wheels and one axle. Telescopic work access platforms, combine harvesters, graders and
forwarders are ideally suited for applying the 4-gang lock valve
(MT..DVV), which can lock each wheel individually and therefore
both axles as well.

Numerous options and customized models
Responding to market requirements, Bucher Hydraulics also offers
a low-cost differential lock valve (MTDA..HD). In these double-acting flow divider valves, the flow is permanently routed through the
flow divider. The low-cost solution is particularly suitable when the
ability to switch between travel mode and locked-differential mode
is not needed.
With all variants, other functions can be directly integrated to
ensure optimum matching with the particular application. These
include incorporating the changeover valve mentioned earlier, on/
off valves for releasing the brakes, and shock/make-up valves to
protect the motor when an external force is suddenly applied to the
wheels (for example, by the edge of curb stones).
Characteristic of all versions is the simple, robust and therefore
reliable design that requires no maintenance. This lowers costs and
at the same time increases machine availability. This is the route to
achieving accurate results without the use of costly electronics. Users can apply the differential lock valves with all popular motors. In
addition, the valves can be supplied with the usual electrical connectors for this type of application. These feature ingress protection
up to class IP68, so high-pressure cleaning of the vehicles is not a
problem.
www.bucherhydraulics.com
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Product News
B&R’s Orange Box making legacy
equipment fit for smart factory

Level sensors that can distinguish
between 2 different liquids or media

The Orange Box by B&R enables machine operators to collect and
analyze data from previously isolated machines and lines and
makes fit for the smart factory with a minimal effort. An Orange
Box consists of a controller and B&R’s preconfigured software
blocks – known as mapps. The controller collects operating data
from any machine via its I/O channels or a fieldbus connection.
From this data, the mapps generate and display OEE ratings and
can also share the information with higher-level systems via OPC
UA. Installing the Orange Box requires no changes to existing
hardware or software. Equipment owners can achieve a substantial
boost in productivity with a remarkably small investment in time
and cost. To collect and analyze basic operating data, all you need
is a compact PLC and the mapp OEE component. For more
advanced features – such as alarm management or energy
monitoring – the solution can easily be scaled up with more
powerful PLCs and additional
software components. To give the
Orange Box a modern user
interface in addition to PLC
functionality, a Power Panel or a
Panel PC can be used.

The LMC sensor family from ifm
electronic reliably monitors levels,
e.g. in machine tools or wastewater
management, or protects pumps
from running dry. It provides an
extremely high deposit suppression
and its rear installation permits
flexible and application-specific
installation. The LMC sensor can be
set to almost any liquid or viscous
medium as well as to bulk materials.
Permanent medium temperatures
up to 100 °C or a heavy build-up are
no problem as well. With its switch point setting feature, it can
distinguish between two media. The parameters can be easily set
via IO-Link and the USB interface. The new unit also provides
reliable and maintenance-free level detection where other devices
reach their limits. Moreover, the unit that is sheathed by a robust
stainless steel housing is shock and vibration resistant. Default
setting at the factory allows for simple “plug & play”. With IO-Link,
the user also is well prepared for Industry 4.0.

PRODUCT NEWS

www.br-automation.com

www.ifm.com

Accurately monitoring moisture content
in oils and diesel fuels

T12HP digital torque transducer: HBM’s
new flagship range of torque products

The EE360 moisture in oil transmitter from E+E Elektronik is
dedicated for reliable monitoring of lubrication, hydraulic and
insulation oils as well as diesel fuel. The E+E sensing technology
ensures highly accurate measurement of water activity and
temperature, and calculates the absolute water content of the oil.
The probe can be used for conditions up to 180 °C and 20 bar
pressure. On the 3.5 inch TFT color display all 3 quantities can be
read simultaneously. The integrated data logger stores 20,000
values, which can also be shown as graph on the display. This
means that, besides current data, the user can keep an eye on the
trend of oil condition. The stainless steel probe can be installed
into the process with an ISO or NPT slide fitting, or by using the
optional ball valve or can be plugged in. These options help the
probe facilitate the accurate control of the immersion depth, can
be mounted or removed without process interruption and allow
for easy installation and
replacement. The measured
data is available on 2 analogue
outputs or on the digital
Modbus RTU interface.
Extensive error information
and diagnosis are available on
the display as well as via status
LEDs and warnings.

The new T12HP digital torque transducer from HBM supports
dynamic measurements in the test stand and provides high
accuracy, particularly in terms of temperature stability. Temperature influences have virtually no impact on the measurement
result, due to a TC0 value of
0.005%/10K. Due to the
T12HP’s high accuracy and
the FlexRange function, users
can run more detailed
analysis in any partial range
from the full measurement
range. Unlike other technologies used in the market (“Dual
Range”), different measurement tasks can be performed
using a single characteristic curve. Switching to a second measurement range is not therefore not needed with T12HP. The T12HP,
therefore, meets the market requirements for increasingly flexible
and efficient test cycles; for example, in the development of ever
more energy-efficient motors. This also reduces the test bench
setup times, and increases the utilization as well as the number of
tests. Profibus, EtherCAT, CAN and Profinet interfaces ensure easy
integration of the T12HP torque transducer with different test
stands.

www.epluse.com

www.hbm.com
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Locking pins with
magnetic locking action

Stauff redesigns its pressure test kits for
maintenance and service engineers

Locking pins are amongst the most
frequently used standard parts across
all technical applications. There are
many variants with different materials
and strengths, different types of
buttons and different types of axial
hold. Ganter, the global supplier of
locking pins is now adding 2 new
variants: The first is the GN 124.2 with
1 or 2-sided ball retainer that outdoes
its predecessor, the GN 124, with a new
polyamide button. Second is the GN
124.1, which has a new functionality
and does not have a mechanical axial lock at all. A strong neodymium magnet is integrated into the bottom of the knob and thus
holds the inserted pin in position. It therefore remains absolutely
smooth, only protrudes minimally and, can be removed from the
hole even without pressing the release. The big advantage of the
magnetic variant is that it offers a much higher holding capacity
than the ball retainer variant and sits in the hole without axial play.
The materials of the locking pin are selected in such a way that the
magnetic flow is not hampered and the holding strength can be
completely utilized. The modular design of GN 124.1 is also
available with customized specifications for diameter and lengths.

Stauff, the German fluid technology specialist, has redesigned its
range of pressure test kits from the
SMB and SMB-Digi series. Just like
before, the new plastic cases will
contain test couplings and hoses
from the Stauff group as well as
multiple pressure gauges and
other accessories required for
connection. The content of the box
includes, analogue or digital
measuring and display devices for
pressure ranges between -1 and 600 bar, test couplings with ball or
piston valve as well as test hoses with different lengths and
diameters. The new pressure test kits are more durable and
resistant than before, mainly due to the foam inserts and robust
design. With accidental opening of the cases being practically
impossible, service engineers benefit the most as it prevents
damage and loss of the test devices. The redesigning placed a
special focus on the foam inserts which ensure safe positioning of
the individual components while allowing easy removal. Careful
selection of the correct material additionally provides outstanding
long-term resistance against common hydraulic media. This makes
them well suited for use under adverse conditions.

www.ganter-griff.com

www.stauff.com

New connectors with single cable for power, signal and data from TE Connectivity
TE Connectivity, the company specializing in connectivity and
sensors, now offers connectors for servo motors, linear motors,
spindle and stepper motors. The decentralized servo
drives are increasingly networked via Fast Ethernet,
which offers the benefits of real-time control, but the
dual cabling for signal and power remains a major
hindrance. The Motorman hybrid connector from TE
Connectivity provides this decentralized technology
with a single cable for power, signal and data, and
enables manufacturers to optimize production. Two
Fast Ethernet sockets offer the full benefits of
real-time automation control while reducing cabling

complexity and cost. The connectors are available with a robust
metal enclosure suitable for harsh industrial environments or a
lower-cost version with a plastic enclosure. They are
rated IP65 for water and dust protection and can
withstand 50 g crash shock. Operating temperature
range is from - 40 C up to 85 C. Earlier this year, TE
extended its range of Motorman hybrid connectors,
with a “Shroud” version that includes secondary
locking for more advanced security, and a cable
crimped version available for cabinet applications.
www.te.com

Everyone needs one
Servocouplings for all
drive constellations
– inexpensive price
– wide product range
– short lead time

www.mayr.com
MAYR-Englisch.indd 1
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Offering more creativity
and freedom in design

MACHINE ELEMENTS

Thanks to high performance plastics, today, the linear
plain bearings are being increasingly used in more
applications. To unleash the creative potential of
designers, igus, the motion plastics specialist provides
a variety of linear systems for implementation of
completely innovative ideas.

I

n linear technology the tasks are extremely varied, from classical
mechanical engineering to innovative automation applications.
The starting point for linear solutions at igus is the bearing technology: the linear plain bearings operate - in contrast to re-circulating
ball systems - on sliding elements made from high performance
plastics. Compared to ball bearings they have technical advantages
in the linear and drive technology: due to the higher contact surface
for the shaft or guide rail and the associated lower surface pressure,
even softer shafts and non-metallic mating partners can be used for
sliding. In extreme applications, the thin-walled plastic parts slide
on any surface. The expert designers at igus prefer anodised aluminium rails. They are light and give a lot of leeway in geometrical
design. In this way, the profiles can be customised. This flexibility
is not possible with re-circulating ball systems made of hardened
steel. The motion plastics specialist thus complies with the requirements of saving installation space and reducing weight.
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – MOTION, DRIVE & AUTOMATION 5/2017

Optimum friction and smooth operation
Once installed the linear guides maintain their good friction coefficient throughout their entire calculated service life, with no lubrication and zero maintenance. For architects and designers, the linear
guides once installed, they must operate smoothly. In this context,
the quiet operation of igus components plays an important role:
the linear plain bearings run quietly, since no mechanical rolling
of hard friction partners takes place as with metal or ceramic balls.
In other areas of automation, where users still think of ball screws,
igus has already replaced the expensive roller technology with a low
cost, lubrication-free lead screw unit. The lead screw geometry is
finely tuned to the plastics. The efficiency of igus lead screw units
could be enhanced by the new dimensions for lead screw units –
pitches from 1 to 80 mm have been implemented – and a new plastic material for nuts. Thereby further possible applications have
opened up in handling processes and automation.

Single source for linear technology systems
Igus has four types of offerings in linear technology systems. The
flexible drylin W series is being used in drive technology. It comprises lubricant-free linear axes which are driven either with trapezoidal thread, high helix thread or toothed belts. Thereby different rail
profiles and carriage options are available. The standard m
 aterial
for rails is made from the drylin modular kit and is hard anodised
aluminium, which achieves the best coefficient of friction in combination with iglidur materials as a running surface. For more specialised applications, however, the drylin W modular system also
offers more specialised materials such as stainless steel, which is

Opening new possibilities with every drawer

resistant to chemicals or salt water. Igus has also developed a linear guide with a rail made entirely of carbon fibre-reinforced plastic. “The strengths of the so-called carbon are obvious,” says Stefan
Niermann, head of the drylin linear and drive technology business
unit at igus. “It is extremely light, non-magnetic and is characterised by a high rigidity.” For applications where these properties are
required, for example in the aircraft or the medical industry, igus
now offers the lightest linear guide in the world. It is designed for
up to 2000 mm stroke. Since the entire rail is made from carbon, the
weight saving is considerable.

Suitable iglidur material for any application
For a number of applications, different rail materials and various
plastics as liners are needed. Thus there are drawers with 5 different
iglidur materials in the drylin W modular kit at igus. For example,
the FDA-compliant material iglidur A180, the endurance runner on
steel and stainless steel shafts iglidur E7, or iglidur X for extreme
temperatures from -100 to + 250 °C. This achieves optimum friction
coefficients on hard-chromed steel and reaches the highest service
life on hardened stainless steel. All materials are available as liners that can be simply clipped onto the housing bearing. An open
geometry and axial movement also facilitate the assembly and
ensure the positive location of the liner in the housing.

Continous innovation paves the way for new
design concepts

01 Linear guides and sliding system for camera mounted applications

Further innovations, such as manual clamps, complete the drylin
W modular kit. With this, the carriage can be fitted easily by hand.
This simple solution can be retrofitted even in existing systems. The
new products of this year within the drylin W family, for example,
also include linear guides that enable curved movement. This paves
the way for completely new design concepts. The guide rails for
curves are made of aluminium with an exceptionally resistant, hard
anodised coating. Customised carriages allow curved movement
with smooth motion. The special feature of the drylin W modular
system has always been that you can always open up new drawers
and o
 ffer new solutions. For example, a complete system with predrilled grid system. This enables the perfect and quick positioning
of the carriage by hand on the rail. A ball catch on the underside of
the carriage ensures the gradual interlocking.
Photographs: igus GmbH

www.igus.eu

About Igus
igus GmbH is a leading manufacturer of energy chain
systems and polymer plain bearings. The Cologne-based
family business has offices in 35 countries and employs
around 3,180 people around the world. In 2016, igus
generated a turnover of 592 million Euros with motion
plastics, plastic components for moving applications. igus
operates the largest test laboratories and factories in
its sector to offer customers quick turnaround times on
innovative products and solutions tailored to their needs.

02 Drylin W series application: Sliding system for hacksaw mounted
applications
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High-performance bearings for
automation technology and robotics

MACHINE ELEMENTS

Bearing supports in robotics and precision gearbox
manufacturing share the same need for high load
carrying capacities and high rigidity in minimal design
envelopes. Cylinder roller-based bearings provide the
solution.

T

he angular contact ball bearings from ISO series 718 are used
specifically in the output side of high-precision planetary
gearboxes in order to significantly reduce the design envelope
required. At the same time, however, these bearings also have to
transfer high combined loads that are made up of axial and radial
forces together with tilting moments. They are also a component
used in robot hand axes, where the focus is on the low weight of
the overall construction and the large hollow shaft, which can
only be implemented with very small bearing cross-sections. The
deformations and displacements to which the angular contact
ball bearings are subjected as a result of these forces and moments are the biggest limiting factors on the path towards even
greater precision.
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Line contact offers better tilting rigidity and less
deflection
Schaeffler offers a technologically and economically attractive solution for increasing rigidity and load carrying capacity in an identical design envelope with its INA angular contact roller bearings.
These are rolling bearings with cylindrical rollers and raceways that
are arranged at an angle to the bearing axis. The line contact of the
cylindrical rollers ensures an outstandingly high level of rigidity, a
noticeably high load carrying capacity and minimal deflections. A
simple comparison demonstrates this clearly: A ball with a diameter of 10 mm that is supporting a nominal force of 1000 N causes a
deflection of 40 µm, while a cylindrical roller of the same diameter
reduces the deflection to 8 µm and thereby offers a 5-fold increase
in rigidity.

SGL series – precise and rigid
The angular contact roller bearings from Schaeffler, are available
in 2 designs: SGL and AXS. The precisely ground, triangular ring
cross-sections of the SGL bearings together with the linear contact
of the cylindrical rollers allow very precise, rigid bearing supports
with a high load carrying capacity to be achieved. The cage, which
is made from wear-resistant plastic, is located between the bear-

ing rings and is guided by the shaft. Bearings from the SGL series
correspond to dimension series 18 and can thus be used as a 1-to1 replacement for angular contact ball bearings from series 718.
In comparison to the 718 series, SGL series of the same size allows
the tilting rigidity of entire bearing supports to be increased from
50 to 230% on the output side of planetary gearboxes, depending
on the size.
The company Wittenstein alpha was among the pioneers in
the use of this rolling bearing type, which it generally uses in its
TP+ high-performance gearboxes. Dipl.-Ing. Marc Mahler is a
design engineer at Wittenstein alpha and provided an explanation on the project: “When we were in the process of developing
our TP+ gearboxes from the existing TP series, we defined 6 ambitious targets that we then set about tackling with Schaeffler: To
reduce the gearbox’s design envelope, increase the output side
bearing support’s load carrying capacity, increase the rating life,
improve the tilting rigidity of the output side, to achieve multiple
usage, and optimize costs.” The engineers from Schaeffler developed several bearing concepts based on this requirement profile
– and the analysis they carried out led to the development of the
SGL angular contact roller bearings. Marc Mahler adds: “From a
gearbox manufacturing perspective, the SGL bearings are very
compact, rigid, and high-precision bearings that can transfer
large loads.”

01 INA bearings type SGL fit into the same design envelope as the 718

series of angular contact ball bearings but have a very rigid roller contact

AXS series – rigid and lightweight
A key characteristic of the AXS series bearings are the rings, which
are manufactured using forming methods and are just 1 mm thick.
Because these rings have no intrinsic geometrical stability, they can
therefore perfectly adjust to the conical bearing seats in the adja-

„The O arrangement of the bearings allows large
distances between support points and very rigid
bearing supports to be achieved.“
cent construction. As a result, the AXS bearing support is decisively
dependent on the quality of the adjacent construction – particularly
on the roundness and surface quality of the shaft and housing as
well as the angular tolerance. Surfaces that are turned or precision
turned in a clamping operation are sufficient in the majority of applications. The bearing rings can also be combined with constructions made from aluminum or other lightweight materials, which
allows extremely lightweight constructions to be created. Because
the 2 bearing rings are identical, there is no risk of parts being confused during the mounting process. The inner ring is centered on

02 Wittenstein alpha’s TP+ planetary gearboxes with SGL angular contact roller bearings allow bearing supports with particularly high tilting
rigidity, high load carrying capacity, and low space requirements
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03 INA bearings type AXS make a convincing case, particularly thanks to their low weight and
minimized design envelope combined with respectable load ratings

the shaft end, while the outer ring is centered in the housing bore.
The AXS series utilizes only the quantity of material that is absolutely essential for the rolling contact. They are always used in pairs
and were developed for combined axial and radial loads. While SGL
bearings generally have a contact angle of 45°, AXS bearings are
available with both a 45° and a 60° contact angle for axial loads. AXS
angular contact roller bearings are used in applications with swiveling operations or low speeds, such as gearboxes for precision solar
panel tracking or in actuators and feed drives for machine tools.
They also prove their potential when implemented in painting robot hand axes at Dürr: The minimal weight, small cross-section of
the bearings and the high rigidity of the roller contact allows a lightweight, thin-walled construction to be created with a very high load
carrying capacity and plenty of free space for the paint hoses to pass
through. This together with the high tilting rigidity of the bearing
support makes precise spray painting lines and a perfect spraying
pattern to be achieved. What is more, the bearings are very affordable because the rings are manufactured using forming methods.

“Our cylinder roller-based SGL and AXS bearing series completely fulfills the demands for minimal design envelopes
combined with high load carrying capacities and high rigidity
that are placed on output side bearing supports in robotics
and precision gearbox manufacturing today. Particular focus
must be placed on the design of the bearing support. Calculating the rigidity of SGL and particularly the AXS bearings is
no small matter either. We can provide our customers with
optimum assistance here using Bearinx, our software tool for
calculating shaft system rolling bearings and linear guidance
systems, and also with our enhanced CAE calculation tools.
In Bearinx, we calculate the individual rolling contact and
displacement of the bearings and also that of the shafts and
gear teeth – in other words the entire system.”

Photographs: Schaeffler

www.schaeffler.com

MACHINE ELEMENTS

About Schaeffler AG
The Schaeffler Group is a global automotive and
industrial supplier. By delivering high-precision components and systems in engine, transmission, and chassis
applications, as well as rolling and plain bearing solutions
for a large number of industrial applications, the Schaeffler Group is already shaping “Mobility for tomorrow” to
a significant degree. The technology company generated
sales of approximately EUR 13.3 billion in 2016. With
around 87,900 employees, Schaeffler is one of the world’s
largest family companies and, with approximately 170
locations in over 50 countries, has a worldwide network
of manufacturing locations, research and development
facilities, and sales companies.
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04 Dipl.-Ing. Hans-Georg Kierdorf is an application engineer for
industrial gearboxes at Schaeffler

Product News
The new docking system helps increase the efficiency of engine test bench
The new adaptive docking system from Reich-Kupplungen helps
automate the process of changing the test objects for engine testing
to the greatest possible extent and thus enables a significant
increase in the efficiency of engine test bench operations. The
system was showcased for the first time at the this year’s Auto
motive Testing Expo in Stuttgart. The visiting vehicle
manufacturers and component suppliers, were
impressed with the self-docking and self-centering
fixture. It consists of 2 standard components - a
transverse pin and a sleeve which are both straighttoothed. Rigging only involves the mounting of the
matching coupling with the pin to the engine. Given

that this work is performed outside the test bench area, the rigging
times are minimized in the test cell. This fixture allows for preparing other engines to be tested while one engine still undergoes
testing. The basis is a correctly positioned, solid support on which a
CV-jointed sleeve is placed. While the engine with the mounted
coupling and the toothed pin is approaching its
destination, the sleeve is lifted and turned until the
toothed components come into mesh. All toothed
shaft components come into mesh in any turning
position to maintain a good balanced condition.
www.reich-kupplungen.com

Low-friction ball
bearings increase
energy efficiency
Low-friction ball bearings in the
drive system increases energy
efficiency and reduces operational noise and heat generation,
which in turn helps to extend the
service life. Based on optimized
raceway geometry and special
sealing concepts, NSK has
developed several series of ball
bearings that offer significantly
lower friction characteristics.
The new bearings feature a
proprietary geometry that
reduces the contact surface
between the balls and raceways.
Its fiber-glass-reinforced
polyamide cages and high-performance lubricants contribute
significantly to lowering the
frictional torque. Its production
process is another important
factor, since any roughness in
the bearing raceway is likely to
impair lubrication, increase
running noise and generate
greater friction. Therefore, the
raceways of NSK ball bearings
undergo a bespoke honing
process that is designed to
deliver an extremely smooth
running surface. In regards to
seal technology, the non-contact
labyrinth design developed and
patented by NSK ensures
efficient sealing properties
without increasing frictional
torque or operating temperature.
This is vitally important in
applications where any loss of
performance is deemed to be
particularly detrimental.

POWERING GLOBAL INDUSTRY

www.nsk.com
Megadyne.indd 1
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Standardized drive solutions for
conveyor applications
In industrial facilities with a large number of drive units, the total
cost of ownership can be reduced by up to 70 % through
intelligent management of variants. Therefore, Nord Drivesystems
has established 3 preferred sizes for variable-frequency drives that
cover the typical functional and performance requirements in
materials handling and conveyor applications.

Standardization can save up to 70 % of TCO
for drives in conveying systems

DRIVE TECHNOLOGY

L

imiting the number of variants can yield greater savings in total
cost of ownership (TCO) than any other measure except for lowering energy consumption. Therefore, drive manufacturers should
be able to provide viable drive system standardizations for specific
industrial segments. Preferred variants will also benefit customers by simplifying the procurement process, from the first drive
purchase to any orders that may follow. Obviously, a few standardized drive variants also make inventory management much easier.
Furthermore, they make planning and engineering processes less
complex for everyone – the drive supplier, the OEM, and the end
user. The challenge is to select as few drive configurations as possible in such a way that they adequately fulfill the varied tasks without being oversized. Drive engineers therefore need to thoroughly
analyze sector-specific patterns of drive operation and applicationspecific needs.
Nord Drivesystems has been designing efficient drive technology
for intralogistics and airports for many years. Based on this wealth
of experience, the German manufacturer has developed the ‘Logi
Drive’ line of 3 preferred drive variants optimized for these applications. This system ensures leaner purchasing, engineering, maintenance, and staff training processes. Only very few spare parts must
be kept in stock. As a result, the TCO in postal hubs, warehouses,
and baggage handling systems can be reduced by up to 70 %.

01 Setup and service switches are easily

accessible on the field distribution system
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Three standardized variants offer higher flexibility
The ‘LogiDrive’ line is the solution for conveyor systems spanning
many hundred meters. The variable-frequency drives (VFDs) a llow

02 ‘LogiDrive’ systems equipped with IE4 synchronous motors, have a strong return of investment in applications with frequent partial-load operation
for simple daisy-chaining; short power lines can be connected
from one drive to the next. Nord has tailored this line of standardized drives to logistics and airport technology. Three geared motor
variants meet all typical performance requirements. IE4 permanent-magnet synchronous motors with power ratings of 1.1, 1.5 or
2.2 kW are combined with efficient two-stage helical-bevel gearboxes in two sizes for torques up to 260 Nm. In case the application
requires higher power, motors and drives up to 4kW are available
from Nord’s modular system. Robust frequency inverters from the
‘Nordac Link’ series enable a wide range of speeds. They feature a
high overload capacity and offer a uniquely versatile range of functions. Fieldbus modules for all commercially available systems
including the Industrial Ethernet variants Profinet, Ethernet Powerlink, EtherCAT, and EtherNet/IP are available for project-based
integration. The on-board drive PLC acts as a protocol converter to
existing control architectures. The drives feature comprehensive
certifications and thereby facilitate work for system integrators who
can use the same, familiar technology everywhere, with no extra
effort for certifications or dedicated developments.

Easy to operate and energy saving drive units
‘LogiDrive’ systems are easy, quick, and safe to install thanks to
fully pluggable, coded connectors. Maintenance switches, key
switches, and direction switches on the devices allow for flexible
direct access to individual drive axes for setup or service. Driverelated sensors and actuators can be connected via M12 plugs.
Sensor data collected by the inverters can be passed on to higherlevel systems, which reduces otherwise necessary wiring. Plug &
play, pre-parameterized inverters also simplify maintenance. Drive
components can be easily replaced. Instead of swapping out entire
drive units, for instance, only the geared motor can be exchanged.
This not only saves costs but is also much more environmentally responsible. Thanks to their light-alloy housings, the compact drives
are easy to handle as well: on average, they are about 25 % lighter
than steel-alloy drives. The ‘LogiDrive’ systems’ IE4 or Super Premium Efficiency synchronous motors take their energy-saving potential to its full extent in conveying systems with frequent partialload operation. By consuming significantly less energy, they pay for
themselves in a very short time.

Integrated safety as well as precision
‘LogiDrive’ systems efficiently and safely power the horizontal, inclined, and vertical conveyors, enabling OEMs of all such systems
to save substantial planning time and construction costs. A load
monitor protects the driven equipment by stopping the motor in
case of blocked applications. Nord can even implement the STO
and SS1 safety functions according to EN 61800-5-2 for every single
drive axis by means of ‘TÜV’-certified electronic modules. Employ-

ing field-oriented vector control, the inverters achieve high-precision control. In hoist applications, for example, they provide full
torque from zero speed and reliably deliver set speeds even under
load fluctuations. Standard inverter features furthermore include
connection options for incremental and absolute encoders. The
drives manage absolute and relative positioning as well as smart
braking. Positions and distances can be programmed via the bus
or directly on the device. Multiple drives in master/slave operation
can synchronize speeds or positions. Featuring integrated PLC as
well as PI controller functions and a wide range of sensor interfaces,
these systems can even be used to drive fully autonomous modular
equipment in a larger installation.
Electronic inverters enable highly flexible speed adjustment.
This allows for limiting the number of different drives in a larger
installation to only a few sizes and gear ratios. Nord has extensive
practical experience in the field of conveyor technology. The drive
manufacturer has designed efficient drive systems for hundreds
of intra-logistics plants and airports across the world. The company draws on a large modular program of drive components that
are manufactured in-house. The energy-saving motors are suitable for worldwide use and available in all common efficiency
classes. The frequency inverters provide enhanced intelligence in
plant segments and ensure high efficiency especially in partialload operation. The new ‘LogiDrive’ systems for airport and other
logistics applications demonstrate the benefits of greatly simplified
variant management and the major cost savings associated with it.
Photographs: Getriebebau Nord GmbH & Co.KG

www.nord.com

About Nord Drivesystems
The company has been a manufacturer of drive technology for over 50 years. Today Nord Drivesystems employs
more than 3,600 people and is one of the world’s leading
suppliers of comprehensive drive solutions. In 2016, the
gross sales amounted to EUR 560 million. With subsidiaries and distributors in 89 countries around the world and
an extensive service network ensure minimal lead times
and provide customer-oriented services. The company’s
portfolio ranges from standard drives to customized
solutions for demanding application requirements.
Nord’s wide variety of gears cover torques from 10 Nm
to 250 kNm. The company also supplies motors with
outputs from 0.12 kW to 1,000 kW and manufactures
frequency inverters up to 160 kW.
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A drive that electrifies
the excavator

DRIVE TECHNOLOGY

Tigon, a hybrid of a lion and Tiger,
is the name given to the latest drive
technology of the Swedish articulated
backhoe loader manufacturer Huddig.
Rarely does a name fit so well to a
system: An optimised connection of
a combustion engine and electric
motor, both of which bring their
advantages via the hybrid
function. The result is the
successful combination of both
worlds. An ‘all-in solution’ with
ideal operating conditions in every
situation: Hybrid drive, purely
battery operated or powered from
the socket. The drive unit is equipped
with specially adapted 610X series
electric planetary drives from Bonfiglioli.

Series 610X wheel drive
from Bonfiglioli

Author: Chris Liebermann, Werbekoch
GmbH, Pr Office in Ubstadt-Weiher
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T

he articulated backhoe loader with Tigon technology therefore
appears like an exhibit in deep black with a few strips and surfaces in red. Staged in front of a black background with targeted
lighting effects, the design alone reflects its special position in the
market. The manufacturer Huddig knows how to make others curious about the special technology hidden under the sheet metal
dress of the machine, which is already impressive due to its sheer
size. It represents the next stage of development towards more
energy efficiency and environmental protection.
Huddig sees itself as the market leader for articulated backhoe
loaders in Sweden. Founded in the late 1950s, the company has
meanwhile already delivered more than 10,000 machines. Export
has been encouraged for several years. The market in Germany has
been actively targeted since 2014. The products are characterised
by a unique combination of pendulum articulation and specially
developed chains and wheels for movement in almost every terrain. With the Tigon technology, the company is following its aspirations by further developing the product offerings to offer ultimate
solutions for efficient and productive work in the city, cable and rail
segments.

Polished hybrid technology
The core of the Tigon technology is a sophisticated hybrid technology made from diesel engines and electric motors, which enables
an unprecedented power generation and recovery for construction
machines. The prototype shown achieves significantly reduced fuel
savings compared to conventional backhoe loaders. The combina-

tion of a Cummins diesel unit with an output of 104 kilowatts as well
as a lithium-iron phosphate battery with 25 kilowatt hours of energy
content. The maximum available power is 135 kilowatts with a voltage of 92 volts. Several operating modes are possible: Maximum
performance in parallel or serial hybrid mode, quieter and more
environmentally friendly in battery or ‘plug-in operation’. Huddig
calls this advantage ‘all-in’. The sum of the possibilities yields more
than the individual possibilities alone.

backhoe loaders or caterpillars, but also for
agricultural machinery applications such as
combine harvesters, harvesting machines, selfpropelled sprayers, and many more.
www.bonfiglioli.com/en

Wheel-drive system for heavy-duty-applications

About Bonfiglioli

Bonfiglioli’s 610X four-wheel-drive system has been specifically
adapted to the requirements of the Huddig articulated backhoe
loader, which significantly increases the driving precision and
energy efficiency. Each of the four special traction drives is driven
by a 30 kilowatt electric motor and delivers a maximum output
torque of 40,000 Newton metres. The new 610X wheel drive from
Bonfiglioli has been specially developed for heavy duty machines
that require high torque and maximum stability of the main bearings. In the case of the Huddig articulated backhoe loader, each
wheel can be independently controlled. This makes it possible for
the vehicle to maintain control much better on a slippery surface. In
addition, the articulated backhoe loader is able to manoeuvre more
easily, even at a minimal noise level, in confined spaces such as
on construction sites in the city centre. The impressive articulated
backhoe loader with a weight of around 13 tonnes runs completely
free from emissions from the battery or when supplied with energy
via a cable in quasi-stationary use.

The Italian company Bonfiglioli was formed 1956 in
Bologna by Clementino Bonfiglioli. With a market share
of 15% of the construction machinery industry, Bonfiglioli
is one of the largest manufacturers of drive technology
solutions for excavators, dozers, concrete mixers, dumpers, graders and much more.

Successful cooperation
“Our know-how with axle drives and electric mobility was the reason for Huddig to entrust Bonfiglioli with the development of a
wheel drive according to their demanding specifications,” explains
Stefano Baldi, Sales Director for Mobile Machines at Bonfiglioli.
Lars Lindahl, CEO of Huddig adds: “The great advantage with Bonfiglioli is that the company is ready to individualise the drive to
meet our needs. And we feel that Bonfiglioli understands us!” The
open and trusting cooperation also led to the fact that the drive was
not only individualised, but also tailored to the requirements without compromise. Lars Lindahl continued: “We are looking forward
to implementing further Bonfiglioli projects in order to offer the
market and our customers the best solutions.”
The cooperation between the two companies, which are known
as specialists in their respective fields, began with the first tests of
the standard drive 610W2 in the concept machine from Huddig.
The results were very satisfactory, said both managers. Then we
went into the development phase, where we wanted to implement
the specific demands of Huddig in a targeted and motivated manner as quickly as possible. “It was easy to see that Bonfiglioli listens,
accommodates our demands and desires, and understands how to
implement them in a product,” says Lindahl.
The 610X electric drive from Bonfiglioli is an example of the company’s ability to develop drive systems that meet individual customer requirements, based on decades of experience and in-depth
expertise. The 610X electric drive in its basic version is therefore suitable both for construction machines such as excavators,
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Servo systems with high performance
for packaging machine manufacturer
For its new product line, the packing and packaging
machine manufacturer ‘Ixapack Global’ was on the
search for a compact, yet high-precision servo drive
package. It found the perfect solution in the current
dual-axis modules of the Sigma-7 servo system series
from Yaskawa.

of this, the servo drives to be used in the system require the high
speed and precision. Depending on the model type, there are 74
or 108 servo axes installed in these machines. In order to deal with
the high amount of process complexities, ‘ixapack’ was therefore
looking for a high-performing and compact servo drive solution
that would take up minimal space in the switching cabinet. In the
end, the company opted for the Sigma-7W dual-axis modules from
Yaskawa. Controlling 2 motors with a single amplifier reduces the
amount of space taken up in the switching cabinet and even more
importantly, saves energy.

W

The Sigma-7 servo system series

ith more than 40 years of industry experience, the company
‘ixapack global’, headquartered in Mauléon, western France,
has become a specialist in the design and manufacture of automated packing and packaging machines. The company’s portfolio comprises 3 separate brands, ixapack packaging, selvex, and
‘aucouturier’, ranging from complete packaging lines for the most
varied applications to inspection systems. The company strives for
high standards in quality and innovation. This is true for both, for its
own development and production operations in France and for the
components it sources from suppliers.
Recently, the France based company developed 2 new products
to automate the cartoning process. These developments consist of
delta robots and multi-articulated manipulators to combine product gripping and carton folding operations. Up to 5 robots can be
controlled by a single controller, which synchronizes the movements of the different robots as well as the feed systems. In view

The Sigma-7W dual-axis modules are available in both 200V and
400V versions. ‘ixapack’ is implementing both versions. Their external appearance is almost identical to the single-axis amplifiers,
which means that they have a space-efficient, book-style enclosure,
which is only 80 mm wide. This equates to a width of only 40 mm
per axis for the dual-axis module. In addition, a holding brake can
be directly attached to the amplifier, rendering other components
redundant and making the system further compact.
Another benefit of the Sigma-7W modules is that both axes can
be coupled using the internal DC bus. In certain configurations,
such as during simultaneous generator and motor operation, the
coupled axes require much less energy than 2 single-axis modules,
offering potential energy savings of up to 20 %, obviously depending on configuration. The dual-axis module can also be completely

DRIVE TECHNOLOGY

Author: Christophe Le Gallic, Director
of Sales West – Division Drive, Motion
& Control Yaskawa France

About Yaskawa Electric
Corporation

01 Yaskawa’s Sigma-7 dual
axis servo system series

Yaskawa Europe Gmbh based in Eschborn, Germany is
a complete subsidiary of Yaskawa Electric Corp. It is a
key global player in the field of motion control (inverter
drives, servo drives, servo motors, machine controllers),
robotics (industrial robots, service robots, robot systems),
systems engineering (medium-voltage inverters, generators and converters). For the 2016 financial year, Yaskawa
had a net sales of around Yen (Japanese Yen) 394 billion.
Of the total revenue earned, Yaskawa’s motion control
and robotics divisions represents around 45 % and 35
% respectively. Yaskawa’s European business roughly
accounts for 12 % of the company’s total business.
Yaskawa Europe Gmbh sells its products through direct
sales channels, distributors, system integrators, and OEM
sales channels. The company employs more than 14,500
people worldwide.

02 Top loading Cartoning machine from French machine manufacturer ‘ixapack global’
supplied by the DC bus through a DC input. Naturally, both axes of
the Sigma-7 series dual-axis module meet the high safety requirements of the SIL3 standard for STO (Safe Torque Off ).
Development of the new Sigma-7 servo drive series focuses on three
main goals: efficient commissioning, high production output, and
maximum operational reliability. Through this series, Yaskawa offers
a powerful response to today’s market requirements for both machine
constructors and end users in the production industry. Extensive presets in the amplifier software simplify and accelerate the commissioning of these servo drives. For example, the ‘tuningless’ function
allows immediate use of the Sigma-7 without the need for complex
parameterization or special knowledge of control equipment, while
an ‘autotuning’ function ensures quick adjustment. By saving time,
you also benefit from savings in costs. The servo motor system supports both installation and commissioning on the hardware side too.
The new 400V version has a removable quick-coupling plug, made
according to European standards, for easy and simple cable wiring.
Moreover, the book-style enclosure supports gap-free, side-by-side
installation of several amplifiers in a small space. This makes it possible to realize a high performance density inside the switching cabinet. The space inside the cabinet is reduced to a minimum, allowing it
and the drive electronics to be integrated in the machine.
Devices can also be connected directly from one to the next,
so-called daisy-chain wiring, which reduces installation time. An
integrated real-time EtherCAT interface is also available for easy
integration in the machine environment. Taken together, all of
these time-saving features considerably reduce the time to market
of the machine.
The motors in the Sigma-7 series are up to 20 % smaller than their
predecessors while offering equivalent performance, and they produce considerably less heat. This means that they not only need
less space in the machine but they are also more energy efficient.
Much more potential for efficiency is provided by the software and
advanced electronics. This series is characterized by its particularly
powerful control algorithms.

Compact MP3300 controllers
The extremely compact MP3300 and MP3300iec controllers from
Yaskawa offer high standards in high-speed performance and

a ccuracy. Alongside the standard MP3300 version, the MP3300iec
variant has been designed specifically with the European market
in mind. Its IEC development interface ensures simple, fast, and
user-friendly programming in accordance with the IEC 61131-3
standard. Both MP3300 models feature a powerful CPU, which enables a high-speed scanning cycle of at least 125 microseconds or
64-bit data types for example. As a result, greater precision can be
achieved in complex high-speed applications. Simple usability and
easy maintenance were also the focal points during its product development phase. Featuring real-time ‘Mechatrolink III’ Ethernet
interfaces, the new compact controllers enable simple integration
of servo axes in synchronous groups. The CPU size and base unit
can be selected freely, meaning that, in the event of future expansion, the performance can be increased by adding a larger CPU.
Two base units are available for input and output modules – with
either one slot or three slots depending on application.
The MP3000 series was developed specifically for highly complex systems with multiple axes. The components in the series
deliver a high level of performance, as required, for example, by
machines for semiconductor coatings. They are at least 1.5 times
more powerful than their predecessors. Thanks to the built-in
technology of the Sigma-7 servo systems, which includes dampening the machine vibration and power ripple compensation, the
MP3000 controllers are able to increase productivity significantly
by reducing cycle times. Controller performance was a particular
focus in development of the MP3000 series. Power can be evenly
distributed between the axis control and PLC functionality. This
ensures that sufficient computing power is available for PLC functions even during highly complex curve movements and high
cycle rates that require a great deal of processing power for the
motion control component.
In opting for the dual-axis modules from Yaskawa’s Sigma-7 servo
system series in combination with the MP3300 controller for its new
cartoning machines, the French packaging specialist ‘ixapack global’ has been able to satisfy its high requirements for speed, precision, and space efficiency.
Photographs: Yaskawa Europe GmbH

www.yaskawa.eu.com
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Making multi-layered chocolates
with a single stroke
A sweet final product: With ‘one-shot’ technology
from Siemens, even multi layered chocolate products
– for example, a base, filling and a coating – can be
created in a single work process

MEASUREMENT AND CONTROL

B

elgian company ‘Hacos’ is one of the very few companies in the
world that specializes in manufacturing machinery for purely
artistic chocolate production line with partial or complete automation systems. To meet its customer’s requirements in terms of flexibility, production quality and integrated automation, the company
uses control technology from Siemens in its machines, which can
be used either as standalone systems or as an integrated part of the
production line. The portfolio of machinery manufacturer ‘Hacos’
from Belgium includes molding and dosing machines, spinning
and decorating machines, as well as all the accessories required for
these applications. The ‘Hacos’ systems are used in the production
of chocolate products. “From our point of view, the market is divided into different application segments: artisan chocolate production, semi-automated chocolate production, smaller automated
lines and industrial lines,” ex-plains sales & marketing manager Raf
Tuytelaars. To be able to meet the varied demands of these quite
different target groups, ‘Hacos’ uses Siemens components for the
automation of its machines.

Solution for market players of all sizes
“For us, it is important to support growth, particularly among the
emerging smaller and medium-sized chocolate manufacturers.
This is why many of our products are designed to work not only as
a stand-alone solution in a small company or for manufacturers of
hand-made delicacies, but also as an integrated element in partially
WORLD OF INDUSTRIES – MOTION, DRIVE & AUTOMATION 5/2017

or fully automated production environments – and they can also
be used as a retrofit solution,” explains Raf Tuytelaars. This also applies, for example, to the expansion of existing production capabilities. The level of investment required here is reduced noticeably as a
result, which makes it easier for smaller companies in particular to
take the step from purely hand-made, artisan production towards
automated production. In the process, connectivity between the
different machine modules is crucial for the machines from ‘Hacos’,
as this enables subsequent modifications or upgrades in terms of
functionality. To this end, even the smallest machines are equipped
with a Simatic touch panel with liquid crystal display (LCD).

Integrated automation systems offer high flexibility
Thanks to the integrated open automation, the systems can be adapted
to new requirements at any time. For Raf Tuytelaars, the advantages
are plain to see: “The integrated technology offers the benefits of sim-

About Siemens AG
Siemens is a global powerhouse focusing on the areas of
electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the
world’s largest producers of energy-efficient, resourcesaving technologies, Siemens is a leading supplier of
products and systems across the entire automation value
chain, right from controllers, IO systems, software for
controllers, high-end motion control system that combine the powerful hardware with efficient engineering
and innovative software. In the fiscal year 2016, Siemens
had around 350,000 employees in more than 200 countries. The company generated revenues more than € 79
billion with a net income of € 5.6 billion.

pler programming and communication, and it also offers improved
diagnostic capabilities. This enables us to realize modular concepts
more easily and our modules can be combined more flexibly. The
engineering framework we use for this is the TIA (Totally Integrated
Automation) Portal and Simotion Scout, which helps us to ensure
that our machines can be easily upgraded and expanded in terms
of functionality, operation and combination options. This is really
important for our customers, since it means that the machines can
be constantly reconfigured in new constellations over a long period
of time.” The motion control of the machines, which in some cases
can imitate handmade chocolates, is implemented via the ‘Simotion’ motion control system. This enables the performance of even
complex motion sequences and patterns like the ones required for
‘one-shot’ technology. The concept of ‘one-shot’ technology makes
it possible to create even a multi-layered chocolate product with a
base, filling and a coating in a single work process.
With the aid of the graphical interface ChocoCAD (computeraided design), recipes can be entered for filling different molds or
layering up different products on a base plate. A G-Code interpreter,
which is available as a standard Simotion module, then directly uses
the data generated by ChocoCAD without the user needing to worry
about converting the data for the mold that is used into coordinates.
Recipes generated in ChocoCAD can be saved and re-called for
future use, enabling very fast switching between different products.

Continuous and worldwide assistance

well-developed service network and rapid availability of spare parts
are really important. This is another reason for us to use control
and automation technology from Siemens. This cooperation with
an a utomation partner who can offer such a global presence helps
us to meet our high quality standards, and the remote servicing
capability of our machines also benefits from the integrated system
technology,” summarizes Raf Tuytelaars.
Photographs: lead pixabay, 01-03 Siemens AG

www.siemens.com/tia-portal

01 With one-shot technology, machines can produce multi-layered

chocolate products in a single work step. To make operations as simple as
possible, even the smallest machines from ‘Hacos’ are equipped with a
Simatic LCD

02 Thanks to the precise automation based on Simotion technology,

the machines from ‘Hacos’ are not only capable of manufacturing highquality chocolate products, but also of decorating them

03 The engineering of the machines is implemented in the TIA portal,
which allows the machines to be quickly upgraded and expanded in
terms of functions and operation

02

‘Hacos’ maintains a high production depth in order to meet the
quality demands of its customers. “For us and our customers, a
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Maintenance-free chains for applications
in conveying systems

Eaton demonstrates its expertise in
filtration technology

Munich-based chain manufacturer
iwis antriebssysteme GmbH & Co.
KG introduces ‘Megalife’, it’s brand
for maintenance-free roller and
conveyor chains. The special
characteristics of the Megalife
chains allow longer replacement
intervals and reduce maintenance
costs and downtimes of conveying
systems. The chains are used wherever re-lubrication is not
possible or disadvantageous, for example in dry ambient conditions and on installations with restricted maintenance access. For
enhanced properties, the bushes are sintered and have been
hardened and specially treated. The pin features a wear-resistant,
friction-optimised surface coating, and the roller has a corrosionprotected surface that is also wear-resistant. Due to these properties, the Megalife chains have a longer service life and greater
strength than conventional low-maintenance chains. Their
components are nickel-plated for corrosion protection and can be
used in a temperature range from -40 to +160 °C. The Megalife I
series products are suitable for applications without re-lubrication
at speeds of up to 3 m/s. The Megalife II series offers high-speed
chain drives running at more than 3 m/s and exposed to high
loads.

Eaton’s filtration division
shows how its filtration
solutions designed for
hydraulics and lubrication
applications improve the
process efficiency and
reliability. The demonstration included high-performing filtration solutions to
remove solids and water
from hydraulic fluids used in
compressors, gearboxes, power units and mobile hydraulics. These
filtration solutions help to keep the systems operating efficiency at
its peak, prevent contamination that can damage the hydraulic
systems, and minimize downtime and operation costs. One of the
highlight was Eaton’s ‘Twinfil TWF 4000’ filter unit designed for
gear lubrication systems in wind turbines, which reliably filters
and de-aerates oil under the most challenging operating conditions. The anodized aluminum body in a compact design is sea
waterproof and reduces weight by more than 75 % compared to
standard options. Eaton also showcased its range of filter housings,
filter elements and the CCS 4 contamination control system. This
system helps to promptly initiate actions and cost-saving measures
before any failure can occur.

www.iwis.com

www.eaton.com

Nachi presents hydraulic units for energy
efficient clamping applications in lathes

Temperature sensors with gold-plated
connection wires from Jumo

At the trade fair, EMO in
Hannover, the company Nachi
Europe GmbH had on display its
innovative hydraulic units from
the NSPi series, that is mainly
used for clamping applications
in lathes and on machining
centers. These hydraulic units
are driven by a frequency-controlled motor and when
combined with the directly mounted vane pump the unit delivers
the volume flow rate and the pressure that exactly matches the
present needs. The adjustable vane pump is equipped with a
pressure-compensator. With the help of this, the flow rate can be
adapted, either to hold the pressure or to deliver a large volume
flow rate. An additional advantage of this pump design is the
minimized internal leakage compared to axial piston pumps. The
NSPi series includes hydraulic units for pressures up to 80 bar and
volume flow rates from 10 to 20 l/min. Due to their innovative
design these units reduce the energy consumption up to 64 %
compared with similar products.

For most of the industrial applications, platinum-chip temperature
sensors are used for gathering temperature data. During manufacturing, the platinum layer of the sensors is applied to a ceramic
body and subsequently structured in a photolithographic process.
Fine adjustment is carried out in a laser trimming process. A
special glass layer is then melted on to protect the sensor against
external influences and to provide insulation. The electrical
connection is enabled through welded-on connection wires. These
wires vary both in length and diameter. An additional glass layer
applied to the contact surface fastens the connection wires and
acts as a strain relief. However, only very few companies can
perform the technically demanding manufacturing process. The
company Jumo has been manufacturing
these extremely small, yet complex sensors
for years and is now offering a new model
with gold-plated connection wires. The sensor, Jumo PCA EG with its gold-plated
nickel connection wires is well-suited for
the soft soldering. This sensor is designed
for operating in a temperature range from
-70 to +500 °C.

www.nachi.de

www.jumo.net
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KTR adds thruster brakes to its extensive
portfolio

A new integrated absolute position
sensor from Parker Hannifin

The brake specialist company, KTR, has extended its portfolio of
industrial brakes by adding thruster brakes. The electro-hydraulic
brake systems of the KTR-STOP TB line are available as disk and
thruster brakes and can be used both as an operating and as a
safety brake. The disk brake is available in 3 sizes, with a disk
diameter of 900 mm, and generates braking torques of up to
15,200 Nm. The thruster brake is available in 7 sizes, with a thruster
diameter of 710 mm and is capable of generating brake torques of
up to 10,000 Nm. Furthermore, for both the designs, the braking
torques can directly adjusted at the brakes on site. A completely
encapsulated cylinder increases the protection level against
damages and dirt and upon request, the electro-hydraulic brake
system can be designed with further options like an automatic
wear adjustment, a manual release facility, a limit switch for brake
condition and wear of pad or inclined damping. Both the brakes
are designed according
to corresponding
industrial standards
and therefore can be
integrated into existing
systems easily.
Caption: Safety brake
KTR-STOP TB S (left),
thruster brake KTRSTOP TB T (right)

Parker Hannifin, the manufacturer of motion and control
technologies, has introduced a
new integrated absolute
position sensor that can
provide improved productivity
while offering low installation
and maintenance costs. The
sensor is mounted in the head
of the cylinder which reads the
pattern on the cylinder rod.
Positional values and system health conditions are reported on a
serial bus. This CAN bus allows for multiple cylinders with
‘Intellinder’ to be networked together over a single cable providing
precise position and information. Since Intellinder cylinders do
not use a starting reference point to measure the absolute position,
it is faster and delivers higher performance compared to incremental techniques. Intellinder equipped Parker cylinders are
supplied fully assembled and tested. Once the cylinder is mounted
and connected to the hydraulic system, installation can be
completed quickly and easily by making a single electrical
connection to the controller. Its fully integrated design employs a
rugged, die-cast zinc alloy housing rated to IP68 for the sensor and
electronics, which contributes to extreme durability, minimal
downtime and low maintenance requirements.

www.ktr.com

New developments in Baumüller’s DS2
series of servo motors
Baumüller, the Nuremberg-based drive system specialist is
expanding its DS2 servo motor series with increased speeds and an
expanded power range. With the new increased speed, the
compact DS2 servo motors can achieve up to 5,000 rpm depending
on the size. Baumüller can therefore increase the nominal power of
the motors in this series with water cooling or optional oil cooling.
With the higher speeds, the DS2 servo motors are ideal for use in
plastic and rubber
applications as well
as for printing,
forming, and textile
machines. With the
increased nominal
speed, the DS2 offers
maximum torque
that is available
across a broad speed
range, thereby
improving acceleration. This achieves
shorter cycle times and increases machine productivity. The power
increase resulting from the speed increase leads to optimized
dimensioning of the motor transmission and an improvement in
economic efficiency. The internal splined shaft is another innovation to the servo motors series. This interface version does not
require any other costly transmission elements, such as couplings
or pump supports. It therefore saves costs and optimizes installation space.
www.baumueller.de/en

www.parker.com

FAULHABER BP4

The flyweight that
packs a heavyweight
punch
NEXT ROUND

NEW

FAULHABER BP4 Brushlesss DC-Servomotors
In the battle for high perfo
ormance with minimum possible
e weight,
the BP4 series from FAULHA
ABER has proven its champion quality. As
well as having an outstanding torque-to-size ratio, the drrives have
integrated sensor systems ass well as a wide range of speeds, and they
are less than half of the weiight of conventional motors witth comparable performance capabilityy.
Also available as a complete Motion Contro
ol System with in
ntegrated
control electronics for complex positioning tasks in the dirrect automation environment.
WE CREATE MOTION

www.faulhaber.com/bp4/en
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